
Pepsign Cloud Service
Cloud-Based Digital Signage Solution

Pepsign Cloud Service is Peplink’s innovative 
cloud-based digital signage solution, which is 
especially designed for you to take the lead to 
build and manage your own advertising or infor-
mative materials displayed on screens anytime 
and anywhere, through any modern browser. You 

Specialized Features

One Cloud, Multiple Players

Rule-based Scheduling
Automatic Content Updater by 
Data Grabber

User-friendly Animation Maker & 
Scene Creator

Configuration
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Distribute to related players via network

Pepsign Cloud Service is a cloud-based players management 
solution that enables you to manage unlimited players simultane-
ously, through any modern browser. Everything can be decided 
by you in terms of the content, display date and the screen 
selected. This highly increases the flexibility as you can create and 
modify your digital signage anytime and anywhere.

You are able the create effects into the scenes on your own 
with the built-in effect functions inside Pepsign Cloud 
Service. By just a few clicks, it makes your videos much more 
stunning and attractive. Everyone can be a creator of their 
own advertisements!

You are able to set the date and time (start & end) of your 
scenes to be displayed.  You can also decide the frequency 
of the scenes appearance by setting their priority. Besides, 
you can decide the repetition of the scenes as well by daily 
basis or on a specific date.

To make your scenes more informative, the “Data Grabber” 
within Pepsign allows you to forward particular information, 
especially which vary rapidly with time, from other web sources 
into your scenes. You can set the grabbing intervals to ensure 
the data are the most updated as well. 

Pepsign Player 1 

Pepsign Player 2
Pepsign Player 3

Pepsign Player 4
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Ordering Information

PSN-PYR Pepsign Player Pepsign Player, include 1-Year Pepsign Annual Cloud Service

1-Year Pepsign Annual Cloud Service with extended warrantyPSN-LC-01 Pepsign Annual Cloud Service

Product Code Model Description

Storage Capacity 32GB

HDMI

Ethernet RJ-45 
(for connecting to Pepsign server)

5.8 x 5.0 x 1.6 inches
147 x 128 x 40 mm

Power Input

Ethernet

Operating Temperature

Dimensions

Video Output

Operating Humidity

Specifications

DC 12V 2A

10% ~ 80% RH non-condensing

32°F to 122°F / 0°C to 50°C
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Create Your Own Digital Signage! 
 

can easily create and manage the materials to be 
displayed according to your own ideas and 
thoughts as well as when and where to display 
them. With our powerful built-in effect functions, 
you are able to create stunning animations and 
effects into your scenes within seconds! 
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